
AN MLML PRODUCTION  

This is the first live performance of a project developed during COVID-19 lockdowns with artists 
collaborating from the UK, Spain, Venezuela, Hong Kong, India, Italy, Austria, Poland and Australia. We 
refused to let lockdown stop creativity and communication, and shared a total of 18 online premieres in 
four months (May-September 2020). This program includes not only all these great pieces of art and 
music, but also three additional premieres with more incredible artwork, all of them linked in a story which 
I am certain you will empathise with and which I hope you will enjoy.  

From the bottom of my heart, I want to thank the 30 artists involved for their amazing work, their support, 
their enthusiasm, and all the smiles they brought to my face, because Earth without Art is just Eh.  

- María Luisa Muñoz López, Pianist. 

 

M O N DAY  M I N I AT U R E S  



PROGRAM 

1. PUT MA PANTS ON — MIKEY PARSONS 
Video by Irene Muñoz-López. 

2. MÖVIUS, KIPPEL, FRACTAL 13 — DAVID PEDROZA 
Artwork by Andrew Trewren.  

3. 52/53, 80/81, 99/100 — DIANA ARISMENDI 
Videos by Juan Pablo Perez Arismendi. 

4. AWAKEN — TOBY INGRAM 
Artwork by Martha Newton. 

5. MAGPIE PARADOX — GEORGINA BOWDEN 
Original video by Georgina Bowden and Irene Muñoz-López. 

6. DUST OF SNOW — KC CHENG 
Animation by Irene Muñoz-López. 

7. GACELA PERSEGUIDA POR GUEPARDO — MANUEL PEREZ RODRIGUEZ 
Artwork by Isabel Carrión Sánchez. 

8. IMPROMPTU — MATTHEW SEAR 
Animation by Maya Austin. 

9. DIVERTISSEMENT — RYSZARD TAN  
Artwork by Laura Kirk. 

10. PEQUEÑA DANZA — JAVIER SÁENZ-LÓPEZ 
Dance and video by Alba and Mar Sáenz-López. 

11. TSUMZZLE — MARISA MUÑOZ LÓPEZ 
Animation by David Pedroza. 

12. UN GIORNO ALLA VOLTA — MICHELE TACCHI 
Artwork by Dasol Lee. 

13. LIGHT DANCES, LOVE SONG — SAMUEL PRADALIE 
Dancer Zoë Dominique Subbiah. Video by Heemanshu Sharma.  
Artwork by Katarzyna Kaminiecka.  

14. ENCOUNTERS — ANGEL HERNANDEZ LOVERA 
Dancers Zoë Dominique Subbiah and Tavishi Pownikar. Video by Zoë Dominique Subbiah. 

15. THAXTED — FRASER MCKNIGHT 
Artwork by Abigail Fletcher. 



THE ART AND THE ARTISTS 

1. PUT MA PANTS ON -  MIKEY PARSONS  

Mikey writes in a variety of genres, from contemporary classical to J-

Rock to electronic installations. He has had his music performed in St 

John's Smith Square, Kobe Festival Hall, Blackheath Halls and Trinity 

Laban. He is also an experienced drummer and singer.  

“It's about the struggle of whether or not to put one's pants on and 

the effect that having pants on has on your day. I'm using pants in the 

English sense here, to mean underwear. The music was inspired by 

‘Mi Señora’, a song by the band Casiopea.” -  @mikeysparsons 

Video by @ireneazuleada3 

 

2. MÖVIUS, KIPPEL, FRACTAL 13 — DAVID PEDROZA 

David’s works have received various awards, most recently, two silver 

medals at the 2019 Global Music Awards for his Concerto for Violin 

and Orchestra. David’s repertoire has been performed by renowned 

Venezuelan ensembles, standing out in the XX Latin American Music 

Festival.  

“‘I. Mövius’ has to do with the internal serial process of the work, 

which is related to an object called ‘band of möbius’. ‘II. Kippel’ is a musical reflection inspired by 'Do 

Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?' by Philip K. Dick. ‘III. Fractal 13’ is composed mathematically with the 

tempo marking  ‘lurking, sinister, and violent’” -  @pedrozazordep 

Artwork by @andytrewrencomposer 

Andy is a London based musician and artist specialising in 

multimedia installations and combining art forms. His 

most recent works in graphic scoring explore the depth in 

which visual art can be interpreted into music. 



3. 52/53, 80/81, 99/100 — DIANA ARISMENDI 

Diana has a wide musical production and her works have been performed in 

international festivals and venues. She has also offered conferences, lectures 

and master classes in various countries. In addition to working in her 

compositions, Diana carries out research in Latin-American music and 

composition education. 

“The titles of these miniatures reference the days of quarantine during which 

they were written. ‘52/53’ emerges from silence and returns to it swiftly. 

‘80/81’ emerges from uncertainty and quickly returns to it. ‘99/100’ emerges 

from emptiness and rapidly returns to it.” - @Dianaarismendi 

Videos by @canuto07 

4. AWAKEN — TOBY INGRAM 

Toby is a composer, musical director and arranger. He has composed the 

music for two musicals; ‘I’m Afraid of Amerikans’ and ‘A Permanent State 

of Emergency’, both of which were performed by students at the Central 

School of Speech and Drama. 

“‘Awaken’ is inspired by the energy that bursts from the natural world 

during spring. Depicting the fast transition from a bleak winter landscape 

to a lush green landscape, which continues to grow with more intensity each day.” - @tobyeingram 

Artwork by @_maarthnewton 

5. MAGPIE PARADOX — GEORGINA BOWDEN  

Georgina is a multi-disciplinary artist and composer, and creates integrated 

works of many art forms. She holds a Master’s of Music in Composition and a 

Master’s of Architecture. Georgina is also a broadcaster, currently making a 

series for Resonance FM called ‘Palimpsest’ about sounds and spaces. 

“Inspired by the morning call of the local Australian Magpies and their black 

and white markings, ‘Magpie Paradox’ invites the pianist to improvise a 

translation of the visual art score” - @georginabowdenart 



6. DUST OF SNOW — KC CHENG  

"Kc composer, conductor 

living in denial, 

composing in exile,  

conducting in oblivion. 

In this piece, the sound is gently laid on top of itself, like fresh snow."  

- ka.c.cheng@hotmail.com 

Animation by @ireneazuleada3 

 
7. GACELA PERSEGUIDA POR GUEPARDO — MANUEL PEREZ RODRIGUEZ  

Composer and conductor, born in San Fernando (Cádiz). He has conducted 

various important ensembles such as El Real Centro Filarmónico ‘Eduardo 

Lucena’ and the ‘Orquesta Sinfónica de Córdoba’. As a composer he has had 

works written for and premiered by soloists, chamber groups and big 

ensembles. In June 2015, he was awarded the title of ‘Académico de la Real 

Academia de San Romualdo de Ciencias, Letras y Artes, de San Fernando’.  

“Short but intense like the speed of the cheetah; reflecting in some way the dodges of its prey, and the 

frustrated hunt, fortunately for the gazelle” - ampicurita (YouTube)  

Artwork by @isel_car 

Artistic painter: Graphic and Epigraphic documentation on Arab, Persian and 

Medieval manuscripts, works with nibs (on islamic motifs from Córdoba) and 

watercolors (on designs). 

 

8. IMPROMPTU — MATTHEW SEAR  

Matthew Sear is a London born composer and guitarist noted for 

compositions and performances that draw from a variety of musical styles. 

Over the last several years, his pieces have been informed by an array of 

topics, ranging from 20th century North American life, to his most recent 

interest: near death experiences.  

mailto:ka.c.cheng@hotmail.com


“This piece of music was inspired by the idea of wanting to leave somewhere you 

are trapped. I think of it like a therapy piece that is informed by the restriction of 

f reedoms due to the lockdown f rom the COVID-19 pandemic.” - 

@matthew_sear_composer  

Animation by @wheredaydreamersgo_art 

9. DIVERTISSEMENT — RYSZARD TAN   

Artwork by @laurapaintsandcreates  

“I was totally taken into another world by ‘Divertissement’ - colours, dawns, sunrises 

and a general sense of peace. I enjoyed doing this piece and trying to capture some 

of the magic of water flowing and the scene the piece created in my own head”. 

 

10. PEQUEÑA DANZA — JAVIER SAENZ-LOPEZ   

Javier is the Choir Teacher at Conservatorio Profesional Músico Ziryab de 

Córdoba. He is also the director and conductor of the choirs Coro Joven 

CPM Ziryab and Coro Brouwer. 

“‘Pequeña Danza’ for piano is a clear homage to the French composer Erik 

Satie, and reflects the melancholy that this sick Autumn provokes” - Javier.   

Dancers from @baiven.danza 

“We wanted to express how nature’s strength contrasts with the frailty of the 

human being” - Alba and Mar Saenz-Lopez. 

11. TSUMZZLE — MARISA MUÑOZ-LÓPEZ 

Marisa is an award-winning pianist and composer, and a creative 

producer. She is a keen supporter of living composers, has had 

numerous works written for her, and has been invited to perform solo 

recitals at events such as the XXI Festival Latinoamericano de Música 

and Bloomsbury Festival 2021. @marisamlmusician 

Animation by @pedrozazordep  



12. UN GIORNO ALLA VOLTA — MICHELE TACCHI 

Michele Tacchi is an Italian bass player and composer living in London. He has 

toured and recorded consistently with some of Italy’s most prominent jazz musicians 

before relocating to the UK in 2015. He wrote for jazz and chamber ensembles, 

music for films, theatre, and advertising. As a session player and co-leader he has 

recorded more than 30 albums to date. His latest record, 'Il Cielo Sopra Berlino’, with 

the collective project Kino Trio was released in 2019 by Babel Label.  

“‘Un Giorno Alla Volta’ is a simple bittersweet song whose underlying theme explores the various aspects 

of the composer’s life as a foreigner, with the many emotions, quirks, and ups and downs that leaving your 

home country involves when moving abroad” - micheletacchi.com  

Artwork by @dasolpaints 

“These oil on canvas board works are inspired by ‘Un Girono alla’ Volta written by Michele Tacchi. Few 

imageries were noted on the initial listening of the piece; dark, haunting, mysterious, atmospheric, misty 

and cold. The artist wanted to portray the left hand's hypnotic rhythm as a journey into the unknown 

leading to the final works of the cold misty pine tree forest under the mesmerising full moon, first seen 

from a far and zooming in onto a path leading deeper into the forest.” 

Self taught artist Dasol Lee's long forgotten passion for painting was revived during 

the first lockdown in April 2020. She began by taking part in life drawing classes via 

zoom, going back to the basics of sketching and slowly introduced familiar 

mediums such as watercolour. Taking this further, Dasol painted her first oil 

painting, vase of flowers in June 2020 and continued to venture this new medium. 

Her works are largely of nature with a particular interest in detailed miniature 

paintings - you can see her works on instagram: dasolpaints and available to 

purchase at etsy.com/shop/dasolpaints. 

Obtaining her Master's in Music Performance at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, Dasol 

Lee is also works as a ballet pianist, piano teacher and accompanist. She is currently working on her own 

project which combines a concert within an exhibition of her own works inspired by the chosen pieces. 

 

http://micheletacchi.com
http://etsy.com/shop/dasolpaints


13. LIGHT DANCES, LOVE SONG — SAMUEL PRADALIE 

Samuel Pradalie (1997) is a composer currently finishing a Masters in 

Composition at the University of Cambridge. As a composer Samuel’s work 

ranges from chamber and solo pieces to compositions for larger orchestra. 

Samuel’s work often draws from a large range of influences including his 

passion for classical music and contemporary classical composers as well 

as his interest in contemporary theatre and architecture.  

“In 'Light Dances' I wanted to create a sense of fluidity. Throughout the composition I wanted to explore 

moving through a series of seemingly unrelated material but for the piece to still have a coherent musical 

language” - @samuelpradalie 

Dancer @zds_dance. Video by Heemanshu Sharma.  

“Working with Samuel’s composition ‘Love Song’ has been a very personal journey. I believe the subject 

of love and death has always been a very difficult one to approach for any artist, yet so desirable to 

portray, write, or sing about. Samuel’s music carries a universal and indisputable truth that I have tried to 

transmit in my artwork - change is inevitable. It has attracted my attention towards the process of creating 

(rather than focusing on the final result) - course of allowance, understanding and acceptance.” - 

@katarzynakaart 

 

Artist and musician Katarzyna Kamieniecka works mainly  with abstract 

technique. Her aim is to portray what is unspoken. Using painting as a therapy 

helps her develop a deep understanding of released emotions, sometimes 

rough and radical, that find acceptance through dynamic shapes and 

colours. Katarzyna’s musical background allows her to draw inspiration from a 

musical form as well. In her art, music doesn’t indicate any direction of the 

brush, it rather creates a room for exploring sonic-visual correspondence.  



14. ENCOUNTERS — ANGEL HERNANDEZ LOVERA 

Angel is a composer from Venezuela residing in Austria whose works range 

from ensemble to symphonic writing. He has participated in different festivals 

and worked with various ensembles in diverse countries such as: Austria, 

Germany, UK, France, Argentina, USA, Russia, Switzerland, Venezuela. 

“This miniature is based on the search and encounters of lines of timbre that 

depart from the extreme opposite ends of the piano and develop following a 

mathematical process” - @a.hernandez.lovera 

Dancers @zds_dance and @tavishiiii. Video by @zds_dance. 

“The music touched us and inspired us to move in a certain way. We felt unsure 

of whether we were able to implement our vision. However, we did not want 

the music to end as we completely lost ourselves in the dance” 

 - Zoë and Tavishi 

“My love for dance blossomed the minute I was enrolled into my first dance 

class. As I moved from jazz to contemporary and was then later exposed to new movement styles such as 

improvisation and CI, I found new avenues of release and exploration. I am an aspiring choreographer, 

inspired by icons such as Crystal Pite, Twyla Tharp and Pina Bausch." - Zoë 

 

15. THAXTED — FRASER MCKNIGHT 

Fraser McKnight is a London based sound engineer with a background in 

music composition which draws influence from the early 20th century style. 

“This piece is loosely inspired by the style of Francis Poulenc; it makes use of 

simple building blocks but aims to combine them into something more 

complicated.” - frasermcknight.com  

Artwork by @abifletcherart 

“The piece reminded me of sitting outside in a small cafe in Rhodes - Greece last summer. It was calm yet 

there were bursts of activity with sudden flows of people walking around, viewing the sights. I used acrylic, 

oil paint, paint brush and palette knife.”  

http://frasermcknight.com


SPECIAL THANKS 

To Belle Chen and Sam Batchelor for all their work behind the scenes in making this concert possible.  

To my piano teacher Amandine Savary for her help and support in preparation for my first ever live-
streamed recital.  

To all the composers and artists for trusting me with their works. 

To my family for their encouragement, and specially to Irene Muñoz-López for all her support in creating 
videos, pictures, and posts for this project.  

 

CONTACT 

www.marisaml.com  

Facebook and Instagram @marisamlmusician 

http://www.marisaml.com

